
Patton School Presents Penguin/Random House Author 

John Madormo 
Mr. Madormo, author of the middle-grade mystery series, Charlie Collier, Snoop for Hire published by 
Penguin Books for Young Readers, will be speaking to our 3rd and 4th graders on Tuesday December 4. If 
you would like to receive a signed, personalized copy of one of his books, please fill out the form below. “The 
Homemade Stuffing Caper” and “The Camp Phoenix Caper” are hardcovers. They are $10.00 each. “The 
Copycat Caper” and “The Buried Treasure Caper” are paperbacks. They sell for $8.00 each. But you can 
purchase the entire set of four for $30.00. If you are paying by check, please make them out to “John 
Madormo.” 

The Homemade Stuffing Caper (hardcover—$10.00) 

Charlie Collier is a whiz when it comes to brain teasers and word problems. He’s also the go-to guy when friends 
and teachers find themselves in a pickle, but lately Charlie finds himself yearning for a big score. So he puts up 
signs around the school and waits in his parents’ garage to see what mysteries stumble in. And one does! Soon 
Charlie finds himself hot on the trail of an evildoer and realizes he’ll need more than smarts to solve this case. 

The Camp Phoenix Caper (hardcover—$10.00) 

Charlie Collier is back solving mysteries out of his parents’ garage, and this one’s a doozey! Actually, there may 
be more than just one mystery out there to solve. One of Charlie’s friends, Sherman, contacts the young sleuth 
when his older brother goes missing. And then there’s a series of robberies in town involving masked teenagers. 
Could they be related? Charlie is forced to go undercover to solve this case. 

The Copycat Caper (paperback—$8.00) 

Super-sleuth Charlie Collier is thinking about taking a hiatus from his detective agency to play a private eye in a 
school play—but when some real robberies stump the police, Charlie realizes that detective work really is his 
true calling. He and his sidekicks Henry and Scarlett team up with Charlie’s grandma and her old buddy Eugene 
to set a trap for the robber—one they’re sure will catch him. But the trap doesn’t work out quite the way they 
thought it would, leaving Charlie, Henry and Scarlett in grave danger. 

The Buried Treasure Caper (paperback—$8.00) 

When Cassie Caldwell, a reporter for the school newspaper, asks Charlie to break into the teachers’ lounge to 
investigate the contents of a time capsule that has been unearthed after fifty years, Charlie is hesitant, but 
reluctantly agrees. What he finds, a gold coin worth half a million dollars, becomes the missing puzzle piece that 
will help solve a murder that has gone unsolved for nearly five decades. 

 

Student Name ______________________________________________ Total $t _________________________ 

 

Class _______________________________________             Method of Payment: Cash __________ Check _________ 

 

Number of Books Ordered: ______ 

 

____ Homemade Stuffing Caper ____ Camp Phoenix Caper ____ Copycat Caper ____ Buried Treasure Caper 

 

PLEASE PERSONALIZE THE BOOK(S) TO: (STUDENT NAME) 

________________________________________________________________________ 


